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Increasing worker
productivity is the top
benefit achieved from
deploying BYOD
programs.

Source: Key Strategies to
Capture and Measure the
Value of Consumerization
of IT, May 2012

While several factors can be cited for the strong consistent growth of
consumer smartphone and mobile device use in recent years, reduced cost of
device ownership is the primary reason. The bring-your-own device (BYOD)
phenomenon continues to become more commonplace as Gartner predicts
that half of employers will require their employees to supply their own
devices by 2017.1 This is clear evidence that BYOD is rapidly becoming
embedded in employees’ working life. This also, unfortunately, becomes a
nightmare for security officers and IT staff.
Unlike company-issued devices, personally owned devices used in the
workplace are not enabled with device and data management features. Given
how enterprises now pursue consumerization in an attempt to increase
productivity and reduce costs, compliance with previously existing IT policies
may not always be their top priority.
Security in the enterprise environment is thus constantly changing due to
consumerization. Security remains one of the biggest challenges in BYODenabled workplaces. A Gartner study on BYOD reports that over 60% of
employees use a personal device for work. This suggests that the BYOD
phenomenon isn’t merely a trend, but a reality that will linger and grow.2

Mobile devices are ideal for accessing cloud service platforms, which several
organizations increasingly use for their daily operations. The following cloud
services are some examples:
•

Note-taking apps

•

Document-sharing services normally used to manage documents

•

Cloud storage services that allow document hosting

Similar to other means of storing information, however, these can open up a
different set of risks.
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IT also faces a potential
security tsunami if users
are allowed to download
whatever applications they
wish from online app
stores. While official iOS
and Window Phone
channels offer certain
protections, Android’s
open ecosystem makes it
easy for cyber criminals to
upload malware-ridden
apps masquerading as
legitimate software.
Source: Bring Your Own
Apps – Manage Risk to
Reap the Rewards,
January 2013

Broadly speaking, how “smart” a device is will affect the kind of data stored
in it. At the most fundamental level, information such as contact lists, text
messages, and call logs can be found in any device used for company
purposes. In isolation, this kind of data may have relatively limited value to
most businesses. However, attackers can use them for social engineering.
At present, smartphones connect to corporate networks to access data from
email inboxes, calendars, and internal portals. Should confidential data like
that be exposed to third parties, it can create severe enterprises risks. Leaked
email conversations and attachments, for example, have caused major losses
and much embarrassment for high-profile companies.
Attackers can use compromised or stolen mobile devices to access all kinds
of information stored either in the device or in the networks these devices
have access to. If an attacker is able to obtain the login credentials stored on
an employee device, he can use it to infiltrate the organization’s network and
put its document databases at risk of unwanted exposure.

Android™, the most dominant mobile OS in the market today3, is plagued by
a large number of malicious and high-risk or potentially unwanted apps. Since
the discovery of the first Android Trojan in 2010 to the end of 2014, we have
seen nearly 4.3 million of these bad apps emerge.

Figure 1. Malicious and High-Risk Mobile App Growth, 2014
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Over the years, we have seen attackers design mobile malware that target
users’ bank accounts. There are fake banking apps that mimic popular ones
and are used to steal user credentials. There are also those that hijack mobile
banking sessions, transmit information, and establish command-and-control
communications.4 We have likewise noted the development of the Perkele
crimeware toolkit, which affects mobile apps and can be used for man-in-themiddle (MitM) attacks.5
Android malware has also evolved in terms of stealth and infiltration. In the
fourth quarter of 2014, we discovered certain malware strains using SSL6 and
TOR7 (The Onion Router) to hide their communications with their creators.
HTML apps started getting repackaged into malware after the new standard
was finalized. This gave rise not only to the infection of more Android
devices, but also other platforms (iOS, Windows Phone). If businesses are
not BYOD-ready, these threats may easily target employees’ devices.
Apart from malicious and high-risk apps, two typical scenarios can also lead
to the exposure of data stored in mobile devices—device loss or theft and
unsecure communication via mobile devices.

Smartphone loss is, unfortunately, an all-too-common occurrence. Even
though password and comparable lock features are part of all modern
smartphone platforms, these still cannot be considered effective means of
securing devices, especially those that contain sensitive information. Losing a
smartphone comes with the expectation that malicious users can obtain
access to all of the information stored in it.

Many mobile device users access the Internet via any available Wi-Fi network
wherever they are. Accessing the web via open Wi-Fi networks, though free,
may not be the best idea especially if confidential and sensitive information is
stored in a mobile device. When mobile users access unsecure sites or make
use of apps that are not properly configured for security, the possibility of
losing data to malicious actors looms larger.
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Enterprises can look into solutions that have device antivirus, application
reputation, mobile device management (MDM), and mobile application
management (MAM) capabilities. Enterprise Mobile Security and Management
solutions, for example, cover all four. While device antivirus and application
reputation services help prevent mobile malware from infiltrating employeeowned devices, MDM and MAM solutions have the ability to minimize
incidents of data loss or leakage through remote wipe or lock options.
Another way of securing the enterprise data accessed via mobile devices is
through virtual mobile infrastructure (VMI), like the Trend Micro™ Safe Mobile
Workforce™. With VMI, data is stored securely on corporate servers rather
than on employee mobile devices. This not only ensures that corporate data
is easily separated from user personal apps and information; it also eliminates
the chance of data leaks in case of device loss or improper device use.
Safe Mobile Workforce allows IT managers to host corporate apps and data
within secure mobile operating systems stored on a centrally-managed
company server. Employees can install a client application on any of their
mobile devices. This will give them secure remote access to their company
data without ever saving them on their devices.
Below are some of the features that Safe Mobile Workforce offers:
•

An advanced client-side rendering engine that gives a simple and
familiar mobile user experience for accessing a company-provided
corporate workspace.

•

Access to corporate email and files without needing to configure or
install apps. Safe Mobile Workforce allows real-time access to
company data on any device.

•

Secured corporate data even if the mobile device is lost. The data is
readily made available from the Safe Mobile Workforce server.
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